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OBJECTIVE 4



To create an eco-system that optimizes 
Canteen operation/sales process 
throughout a fully automated system.

To raise both financial and health 
awareness in students starting with 
their school community.

MAQSAFY

MAQSAFY
MISSION
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VISION



The Commercial Settlement Company 
(CSC) is a closed joint-stock company 
based in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
 The company focuses on 
building/developing fintech solutions 
through its team and partners positioned 
locally and internationally.
Maqsafy application is one of the  apps 
developed inhouse on the back of the 
payment system developed by CSC 
through Admin dashboards, Apple and 
Google Stores.

By enabling canteens to receive 
payments through student e-wallets, 
where the parent can install the 
application and add their children, 
while setting their allowance.

Organising sales processes 
in canteens electronically

MAQSAFY
ABOUT US
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Fully eco-system that automate canteen 
selling process by enabling canteens to 
receive payment via student e-wallets. 
Moreover, the app does serve more verticals 
than canteens (i.e. Suppliers, 
School Admin, Students …. Etc.)
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MAQSAFY

It allows parents to install the application, add 
their children, along with their respective 
monetary allowances, as well as spreading 
the monetary values in a day by day manner 
while being able to monitor the items 
purchased every day.

CONCEPT



Investigating the situation of school canteens 
revealed significant financial and administrative 
wastage, as well as unacceptable exploitation at 
the expense of the health of our students.

MAQSAFY

The financial wastage is comprised of the loss of 
certain amounts of money which are incorrectly 
spent in places other than the canteen, hence the 
administrative wastage, as it is one of the most 
prominent issues in administrating canteen 
operations through the administration of 
education in general, and schools. The main 
objective of this project was to electronically 
organise selling operations in canteens in a way 
that is in conjunction with the country’s political 
stance on taking care of money in general, and 
that is by enabling canteens to receive 
transactions via student e-wallets.

OBJECTIVE
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Maqsafy App
Overview about the apps



Supplier’s Accounts

Canteen’s Account

It enables suppliers to display 
their products, receive orders 

from school canteens / 
restaurants , sell them, and 
receive funds electronically 
from the canteens' wallets, 

where the supplier account and 
any other products are created 

by the Maqsafy application 
management

School’s Account
It enables the school 

administration to add canteens, 
create accounts for vendors, 
view registered students, add 

students who were not able to 
register and help them transfer 

the daily expenses after 
charging the wallet.

Parent's Account
The Parents can add money to 

his e-wallet, add his children, 
allocate an expense and a daily 

limit for each child, view the 
canteen products and 

purchase processes, and 
prevent unwanted products, 
as well as pre-ordering the 

meal from home.

IThe owner of the canteen can 
add his products, sell them, and 

receive pre-orders, as the 
money is received from the 

students' portfolios completely 
electronically, as the canteen 

account is created by the 
school account, in addition to 

enabling him to request 
suppliers to supply his canteen 

daily.

Student’s Account

The student can view his 
account  and the amount 

allocated by his guardian and 
allow him to view the canteen 
products, where the student’s 

account is created through 
self-registration or from his 

guardian’s account, and the 
student can buy his meal from 

home through the pre-order 
feature. 

DYNAMIC ACCOUNTS MDA
MAQSAFY
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For the account of 
the guardian, where 
the children and 
financial operations 
are exposed.

The Home Page

Fill in the information 
son, then click Add.

Registering A Child Child’s Profile

Add credit to the son's 
wallet.
Edit the daily limit. 
All canteen products 
appear.
Block products. 
Watch child’s purchases.

Charge Balance Receipt

Payment receipt

Parent's Account
The parent can add money to his e-wallet,  add his children, allocate an expense 
and a daily limit for each child, view the canteen products and purchase processes, 

and prevent unwanted products, as well as pre-ordering the meal from home.

With Maqsafy, 
you can:
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You can add credit 
easily through 

(                                               )



For a recent student 
account purchases 
and transactions 
are displayed.

The Home Page

Show all products of the 
school canteen and their 
prices and calories.

Products Purchases

View purchases from
 the school canteen.

Purchase invoice Charge Balance

View invoice details 
and products.

Student’s Account
The student can view his account and the amount allocated by his guardian and allow 
him to view the canteen products, where the student’s account is created through 

self-registration or from his guardian’s account, and the student can buy 
his meal from home through the pre-order feature
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You can add credit 
easily through 

(                                               )



For the school account, 
it is a control panel for 
students and canteens.

The Home Page

The school can add 
students and add credit.

Add students Operations

View purchases from
 the school canteen.

Purchase invoice Charge Balance

View invoice details 
and products.

You can add credit 
easily through 

School’s Account
Allows the school administration to add canteens, create accounts for vendors, view 
registered students, add students who were not able to register, as well as withdraw 

funds from their e-wallet directly into their bank account.
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Canteen’s Account
The owner of the canteen can add his products, sell them, and receive pre-orders, as 
the money is received from the students' portfolios completely electronically, as the 
canteen account is created by the school account, in addition to enabling him to 

request suppliers to supply his canteen daily.

Order details
Where the products and their prices 
and calories for each product are 
displayed, in addition to the search 
box for the student's target number.

Order details
To display the products that were 
sold to the student, showing the 
requester's name and transaction 
amount, as well as the time and 
date on which the sale was made.

Requests from suppliers
Where all the requests that have 
been requested from the suppliers 
are displayed
in addition to their prices.
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KITO GENIK

MUBTAKAR 

AL QASSIM WATER



Shows a profile about 
the company and its 
products.

Store Page Order Basket

View invoice details 
and products.

Purchases

View supplier 
purchases.

Supplier’s Accounts
It enables suppliers to display their products, receive orders from school canteens / 
restaurants, sell them, and receive funds electronically from the canteens' wallets, 

where the supplier account and any other products are 
created by the Maqsafy application management.
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Al waday water

Al waday water 650 ml



Maqsafy Academy

Objective

It is one of the community initiatives of the Commercial Settlement 
Company (closed joint stock), which seeks to develop all community 
capabilities and provide them with scientific and practical skills, and 
supports their access to personal and professional development, 
benefit from experiences in many fields, and raise appropriate life 
capabilities and stability in them according to what the School of Life 
requires from Pioneering human development.

Making a qualitative leap in the field of training and education, by 
addressing the shortcomings of the traditional methods in the face of 
the increasing numbers of those wishing for training.

Induction Program

Incubator Program

Training Maqsafy stakeholders to use the system smoothly and to be 
well-known for the app and the dashboard 

Self skills Entrepreneurship Marketing Finance
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info@maqsafy.com

+966 556044457 @maqsafy

 للتواصل معنا
عƠƠƠƠƠبر تطƠƠƠبيق


